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ABSTRACT

Emerging technologies are increasingly portrayed as having disruptive effects in security and defence, both in civilian and military environments. Yet, while revolutionary military technologies have always been connected to the notion of permanent techno-scientific innovation, there remains ample room for a critical enquiry on what it means to be disruptive in security and defence technology, the effects of claiming disruption and the broader socio-political contexts within which disruptive technology emerges. In this regard, the article draws theoretical insights from critical security studies, science and technology studies, and innovation studies, to propose a new analytical framework to study disruptive security and defence technologies along three analytical axes: temporality, performativity, and imagination. The notion of disruption implies a pre-existing linear, temporal dimension that is meant to be disrupted, and the mere claim of disruption is a performative act that can – although not always – trigger, enable or enact pre-imagined socio-technical futures. As the notion of disruption becomes prevalent in both civilian and military environments, the article contributes to unpacking its constitutive elements and to give it a more central position in contemporary IR debates.

Introduction

In February and March 2022, during the first weeks of the war in Ukraine, part of the international solidarity towards the government in Kiev was mediated through cutting-edge military technologies. The US personnel conducted training with Ukrainian drone pilots so that they could operate the hundreds of Switchblade tactical drones included in the armament package provided by the US. Significantly, more advanced military technology was provided since that initial stage. Germany made available missiles and other equipment to the
Ukrainian army and announced a special EUR 100 billion fund to modernise its own armed forces and invest in new technology. The European Union (EU) channelled EUR 1 billion worth of military aid to Ukraine through its European Peace Facility instrument and declared the intention of advancing the development of disruptive military technologies. In the EU’s first ever defence strategy, ‘A Strategic Compass for Security and Defence’, published in March 2022, emerging and disruptive technologies (EDTs), ‘such as Artificial Intelligence, quantum computing, advanced propulsion, bio- and nano-technologies and new materials’, are framed as re-shaping military affairs and identified as essential for ‘the future battlefield’ (EEAS 2022, 47–48). In January 2022, the US Department of Defense (DoD) established the Chief Digital and Artificial Intelligence Office (CDAO) to scale up Pentagon’s innovative power via the closer integration of advances in AI systems, data analytics and other digital technologies across the DoD. With the CDAO, the end goal is also to mainstream the trailblazing industry experience of big corporate tech players into the DoD’s activities, in order to generate value-added ‘from the boardroom to the battlefield’ (Department of Defense DoD 2022).

Underlying these efforts is the notion that modern, revolutionary technologies can not only provide a decisive advantage in the battlefield but also require innovative organisational changes to fully harness their disruptive potential.

Throughout history, different state and non-state actors have dedicated vast resources to acquire that cutting-edge weapon that would disrupt the status quo and provide them with decisive leverage in warfare. The US DoD’s efforts on AI and data analytics are a contemporary case in point, being indicative of a commitment to foster AI and data leadership by putting forward disruptive organisational changes. However, the notion of disruption is growing central in different areas of social life beyond the military. It is the motto of Silicon Valley and the start-up venture capital business model that looks for permanent innovation and technological revolution, impacting many aspects of daily life, from the way we travel to the way we conduct our work. In the field of international relations (IR), Nicole Sunday Grove, Charmaine Chua and Louise Amoore have recently addressed what happens when disruption occurs by design and becomes the norm, rather than the exception (Amoore 2023; Chua 2023; Grove 2023), with Grove arguing that disruption draws on a ‘libidinal economy that does not bend towards justice or equity’ (Grove 2023, 3).

This proclaimed non-linear way of thinking that is foregrounded by disruption aims at permanently breaking up lines of continuity. Yet, does ‘disruption’ have the same meaning in different areas of knowledge? Can the broader societal and technological implications of both civil and military realms be equated? In a time where dual-use technologies are increasingly
important both in civilian and military settings, and where technology transfers between these sectors occur in increasingly complex ways, do the strict divisions between both areas still matter? Finally, what counts as disruption in security and military terms, and what does disruption mean in defence research and innovation policies?

The main objective of this article is to bring the concept of disruption to a more central analytical position in the fields of IR and security studies. This will be pursued through a two-stage strategy. First, we critically unpack the different meanings of ‘disruption’ in various academic fields that relate to discussions on security and defence technologies, namely critical security studies (CSS), science and technology studies (STS), and innovation studies (IS). Second, and as a consequence of this exercise, we highlight the core elements of ‘disruption’, so that a critical engagement in the field of security can ensue. As will be argued below, the ideas of temporality, performativity and imagination emerge as such core elements. Throughout the text, we will use empirical illustrations from the EU, US and recent North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) efforts that promote and mainstream emerging and disruptive technologies for security and defence purposes.

We use these empirical illustrations because they can provide examples of how disruptive technological innovation is legitimised and performatively linked to regional or institutional identity-building and transformation. Long-held, institutionally entrenched socio-technological imaginaries (Jasanoff and Kim, 2015a) have had an important security and defence component, and this has implications for the politics of research and development (R&D) funding and (non)knowledge creation, circulation and legitimation surrounding disruptive innovation. Today, disruptive technologies in security and defence are often seen as core elements of national and institutional and economic growth, of strategic autonomy in security and defence, of technological and digital sovereignty as well as of international, geopolitical or regional survival (Csernatoni 2022).

The article has the underlying motivation of contributing to a widening of the field of IR through a growing dialogue between STS and critical approaches to security and military studies. It does so by zooming in on a concept of growing conceptual and policy importance in the fields of security and defence. We speak to the goals of this special issue by analysing disruption, a core concept in the contemporary security-innovation nexus.

**Disruption: The International Politics of a Concept**

For a long time, technological innovation for security and defence purposes has occupied a central position in national strategies of different countries. The current emphasis on techno-solutionism and technological superiority in military affairs is indeed not a new development. Neither is the belief that
cutting-edge technological innovations, in their own right, can solve complex security and defence problems, become force multipliers or provide either a strategic, operational or tactical edge during times of conflict. Traditionally, this instrumentalist approach has been grounded in the technology’s potential to generate both security and defence advantages and in fostering innovation that would spin off and benefit society at large in different ways.

‘Revolution’ and ‘innovation’ have equally been important mobilising concepts in writings on security and defence. Technology, both as a strategic enabler and as a source of innovation in military affairs, has a long history, with accounts of technologically induced strategic ruptures dating as far back as Thucydides. The emergence of technologies so disruptive that they can revolutionise strategic, operational and tactical concepts in security and defence has thus long captured the imagination of strategic study researchers, culminating with the crystallisation of concepts such as the Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA). The following paragraphs aim to provide a non-exhaustive overview of RMA while underlying the importance of correlative notions, such as ‘Revolution’ and ‘innovation’ that contribute to a technopolitical imaginary around new technologies.

Indeed, based on technological developments that occurred from the 1970s, the concept of RMA captures the impact of new technology on military doctrines and organisation. Hundley (1999, 9) describes an RMA as ‘a paradigm shift in the nature and conduct of military operations which either renders obsolete or irrelevant one or more core competencies of a dominant player, and/or creates one or more new core competencies, in some new dimension of warfare’. Conversely, according to Andrew Krepinevich, an RMA occurs when the application of ‘new technologies into a significant number of systems combines with innovative operational concepts and organisational adaptation in a way that fundamentally alters the character and conduct of conflict’ (Krepinevich 1994, 30). In this definition, emphasis is given to new technologies as triggers of organisational and operational change, which will presumably determine vital ontological transformations in the very nature of conflicts. Krepinevich argued that such technologies produce a ‘dramatic increase’ in the combat capacity and military effectiveness of the armed forces.

The 1990s and early 2000s saw a renewed interest in the notion of a coming RMA brought about by new technologies, namely information and communication technologies and their association with military doctrines, such as network-centric warfare (Cebrowski and Garstka 1998). Nowadays, another RMA is arguably under way, powered by advances and fusions in technologies, such as AI, autonomous systems, quantum computing and advanced additive manufacturing, to name a few. However, as military historian Max Boot wrote in a history of military innovation since the 1500s, technology is just one side of the story that sets the ‘parameters of the possible and creates the potential
for military revolution’ (Boot 2006, 10). In other words, other factors play an equally important role in inducing seismic shifts in warfare, such as the ability of the militaries to recognise and capitalise on the opportunities inherent in new weapons systems, as well as the capacity to re-organise structures and the ability to deploy forces.

Irrespective of the preferred explanatory variables of choice mobilised to construct models of (revolutionary) military-technological innovation, broader scientific frameworks and socio-technical imaginaries, as well as concrete technologies, are often portrayed as contextual, black-boxed and their materiality taken as a given. Or, from an instrumentalist perspective, technologies are underpinned as mere tools of power projection. This is mostly due to the applied bent of most of the RMA scholarship and the realist and neorealist approaches still dominating the field of military innovation studies (Griffin 2016). In contrast, the work of Antoine Bousquet (2022) on RMA has eschewed traditional accounts of technological change in war, by instead focusing on scientific conceptual frameworks applied to the theoretical understanding of war. This has made possible the exploration of modern and networked warfare as the constitution of increasingly complex social assemblages of bodies and machines (Bousquet 2022, 4). According to Bousquet, while technology plays an important role in such social assemblages of war, it is the impact of broader scientific conceptual frameworks and their corpus of ideas that shape contemporary theories and practices of warfare in the Western world. How then to situate EDTs such as AI systems, swarming drones and data analytics within current scientific theories applied to ‘warfare in its totality’? Bousquet argues that the scientific rationalities, techniques and interpretation frameworks of ‘chaos’ and ‘complexity’ that have emerged in recent decades are best suited to capture the current ‘scientific way of warfare’, in what the author calls chaoplexic warfare (Bousquet 2022).

This interpretation also points towards the fact that scientific and socio-technical contexts foreground broader processes of technological innovations (or disruptions) in security and defence. They are indeed linking past, present and future scientific ideas and R&D programmes and initiatives, which require further scholarly attention. In this respect, Brett Edwards argues that contemporary science ‘creates a significant demand for resources’, this being ‘reflected in the politics which has surrounded the major national and international “big” scientific projects’ that ‘have emphasised different visions about if and how scientific innovation should be integrated with industry and military institutions’ (Edwards 2019, 17–18). Edwards showcases the important role that advocates of military and weapons technology have in legitimising the value of developing and adopting new technologies based on not only national and international security arguments but also humanitarian ones, by for instance expanding US efforts in the area of lethal autonomous weapons systems. Such
advocates, and in line with Hilgartner and colleagues, are ‘sociotechnical vanguards’ who play a significant role in the creation of socio-technical imaginaries around new technologies, including in the case of military institutions (Hilgartner, Miller, and Hagendijk 2015). Accordingly, ‘vanguards’, a group of stakeholders leading the way in new ideas and developments, play an active role in proactively promoting their ideas of innovation to make them more durable and to embed them into organisational cultures, institutions and materialities, and whereby the ‘merely imagined is converted into the solidity of identities and the durability of routines and things’ (Jasanoff and Kim 2015b, 323). Furthermore, this empowers various stakeholders, from tech experts, policymakers, to the military, to perform various ‘discretionary decisions that ultimately constitute the sovereign decision’ (Bourne, Johnson, and Lisle 2015, 308) framing what comprises the ‘right’ technology for warfare. In relation to the current age of chaos and complexity, materialised in the emergence and fusion of EDTs across civil and military affairs, is it engendering what Dillon and Reid (2001) have long identified as a ‘new strategic imaginary’?

To illustrate, recently, NATO has embraced a new strategic imaginary on emerging and disruptive technologies, which, according to the Alliance, are increasingly permeating all aspects of life, while also having a ‘profound impact on security’ and providing ‘new opportunities for NATO militaries, helping them become more effective, resilient, cost-efficient and sustainable’ (NATO 2022). In this respect and to maintain its technological edge, NATO has put forward several flagship initiatives focused on EDTs: from the ‘Foster and Protect: NATO’s Coherent Implementation Strategy on Emerging and Disruptive Technologies’; the launch of the Defence Innovation Accelerator for the North Atlantic (DIANA) to create a transatlantic innovation platform; to the establishment of the first multi-sovereign venture capital fund, the NATO Innovation Fund, to provide strategic investments in start-ups developing dual-use deep-tech.

Another illustrative example is of how the EU is mobilising political and financial capital to promote disruptive security and defence technologies under the European Defence Fund (EDF), the ground-breaking investment programme in the areas of security and defence that addresses both the EU’s capabilities-expectations and technological-innovation gaps in Europe (Csernatoni 2021b; Martins and Mawdsley 2021). Out of the Fund’s EUR 8 billion for the period 2021–2027, between 4% and 8% is dedicated to targeted breakthrough innovation, disruptive technologies and innovative equipment. The funding from the EDF for disruptive military technologies is aimed at fostering high-risk and high-reward technological innovation in the European defence sector, with, according to the EU, an expected potential spin-off effect in the civilian domain. Like in NATO’s case, when it comes to EDTs, the end goal is to ‘showcase innovative ideas and to facilitate the crossfertilisation of
innovation between the civil and defence domains’ (European Commission 2021, 13).

The above illustrations reflect a propensity to legitimise the design of overarching strategies aimed at harnessing the potential of EDTs for security and defence, with special consideration being given to ‘fostering a coherent approach to the development and adoption of dual-use technologies (i.e., technologies that are focused on commercial markets and uses, but may also have defence and security applications)’ (NATO 2022). Indeed, these dynamics are exemplifying not only the impact of the present governance of dual-use innovation programmes (Martins and Ahmad 2020) but also the necessity to project ideas into how the future will be organised in a logic of co-production, namely simultaneous processes and practices via which societies create their epistemic and normative knowledge of the world (Hilgartner, Miller, and Hagendijk 2015; Jasanoff 2004; Jasanoff and Kim 2015b).

In this respect, the modalities of knowledge production about technological presents and futures are at the same time creating socio-political orders, which in turn have performative effects in shaping scientific and technological innovation trajectories, including in military affairs. For example, by exploring the US’ history of global military supremacy since the second world war, Paul Edwards engages with a specific technopolitical imaginary while advancing the metaphor of the ‘closed world’ or ‘dome of global technological oversight’ (Edwards 1997) to portray an ideological stance that has now culminated in ‘a computationally based military machine devoted to command and control’ (Suchman 2022).

Namely, this imaginary is reflected in an ‘imaginary of omniscience’ made possible by new technologies automating intelligence (Suchman 2022), in both ‘the engineering and the politics of closed-world discourse centred around problems of human-machine integration: building weapons, systems and strategies whose human and machine components could function as a seamless web, even on the global scales’ (Edwards 1997, 1–2). It is also possible to argue that developments in the field of AI science are currently also fuelling an ‘arms race’ in dual-use AI systems, autonomy and human-machine teaming, with an impact on current and future warfare. Such developments have prompted defence experts across the globe to envision AI-powered security and defence technologies as revolutionary or disruptive. Indeed, this emerging technology creates military-strategic dilemmas and projections at the heart of institutional and national defence ecosystems that already impact the threat landscape and an increasingly automated, complex and highly dynamic physical and non-physical battlespace of the future.

Despite these and other different contributions to the literature over the years, conceptual uncertainty surrounding the nature of disruptive security technologies abounds. How can we account for the concept of disruption in the field of security and defence technology? What are the discourses, interests
and normative expectations attached to disruption in these fields? In the same
vein, what is the role of institutional, regional and national technological
innovation imaginaries in the areas of security and defence? And what can
we learn from how different fields of knowledge have studied this
phenomenon?

**Studying Technology and Security: Materiality, Imagination and Speed**

The discipline of STS has a long-standing tradition of unpacking the social and
political dimensions of scientific and technological systems, thus shedding
light on the governance practices and knowledge-production processes sur-
rounding them. At the same time, however, STS has rarely engaged in
a sustained and systematic manner with IR scholarship, particularly in the
field of security per se (for exceptions, see Suchman 2020; Kathleen 2017 and
the literature analysis in the introduction to this special issue). Indeed, STS
offers a conceptually rich and fertile ground to understanding EDTs. STS
provides a more substantive analysis of such technologies as forms of power,
as socially constructed, mediated processes which involve a complex interplay
between actors, infrastructures, interests, norms, discourses, technologies and
practices (Bijker, Hughes, and Pinch 1987; Feenberg 2017; Jasanoff and Kim

In recent years, as the study of technology and its entanglement with
security has become increasingly prominent within the IR discipline, IR
scholars have mobilised a variety of theoretical approaches and methodologies
from STS (Aradau and Blanke 2015; Calcara, Csernatoni, and Lavallée 2020;
Leander 2013; Salter and Walters 2016). Approaches and concepts from STS
have enriched some CSS studies, yielding actor-network theory (Balzacq and
Cavelty 2017), co-production (Bellanova and de Goede 2021; Jacobsen and
Monses 2019; Martins and Jumbert 2022), materiality (Aradau 2010; Walters
2014), technological agency (Hoijtink and Leese 2019), socio-technical ima-
ginaries (Klimburg-Witjes 2023; Martins and Mawdsley 2021) and performa-
tivity Amicelle, Aradau, and Jeandesboz 2015; Csernatoni 2022, 2021a, 2020;
see also Hoijtink and Leese 2019; McCarthy 2017).

Within the STS literature, the focus on socio-technical imaginaries (Jasanoff
and Kim 2015b) is particularly relevant in the context of disruption, given the
hyped utopian promises or dystopian futures that surround many new and
emerging technologies in war and security. Socio-technical imaginaries refer
to ‘collectively held and performed visions of desirable futures […] animated
by shared understandings of forms of social life and social order attainable
through, and supportive of, advances in science and technology’ (Jasanoff and
Kim 2015b, 25). The conceptual potential of socio-technical imaginaries for
the field of defence has recently been explored by Martins and Mawdsley
(2021) in an analysis of recent EU initiatives in the field of defence R&D,
namely the EDF. In this respect, a focus on discourses and imaginaries that shape, and are shaped by, disruptive security and defence technologies directs attention to the international, institutional and national politics of socio-technical knowledge production. Such entrenched knowledge production is aimed at underpinning and legitimising technological development trajectories or the funding of technoscientific projects, both within specific collectives of experts and among wider publics.

Technology has been profoundly reconfiguring the material fabric of social life (Zammuto et al. 2007), and EDTs are now broadly recognised as not only purely mediators or ‘tools’ but also highly performative and deeply entangled in socio-material infrastructures, platforms and fabrics of human activity from various fields (Orlikowski and Scott 2008; Suchman 2007), including security and defence. For new materialism theorists, technologies are no longer a passive substrate ‘out there’ instrumentalised by humans, but an active and dynamic agent that is generative, resisting, lively and vital (Barad 2007; Bennett 2010; Braidotti 2002; Coole and Frost 2010; DeLanda 2016). By following Merleau-Ponty’s existential phenomenology, this character of technology is also what Caroline Holmqvist has suggested with regard to material objects in war, like drone technologies, as having ‘agentic capacities’, which in turn ‘must have a bearing on our reading of the ontology of war’ (Holmqvist 2013, 538).

However, as far as disruption is concerned, there seems to be a gap in describing how it (re)configures the socio-material fabric and the ‘blurring of corporeal and incorporeal in contemporary’ wars (Holmqvist 2013, 538–539), as brought about by disruptive technologies like AI systems in specific socio-technical contexts, especially in the Western/European-centric or Northern transatlantic ones. Key to explaining the changes triggered by such technologies could rest in understanding the materiality of a broad range of technologym-related phenomena within wider socio-technical imaginaries, as well as institutional and regional settings. Additionally, another level of complexity comes from the fact that many emerging and disruptive technologies deployed in the battlefield are digital or heavily reliant on digital components, such as AI systems, complex algorithms or machine learning models, which are central to their agentic capacities. This further begs the question of untangling not only the materiality of contemporary warfare but also the relationship between the material, digital or virtual.

Consequently, different perspectives on imaginaries and materiality may help develop explanations for the complex changes happening due to technologically or digitally induced disruption and innovation in the fields of security and defence. For instance, in the US, it could be argued that the big tech companies are increasingly involved in imaginary-building practices around cultures of ‘disruption’, by more and more powering the DoD’s war machine, or what Suchman (2022, 14) has termed ‘the long pitch of the Silicon Valley-
military industrial complex and its embrace’ by tech promoters. Such an emerging imaginary is in line with ‘utopian futures of profit and a conjured spectre of disaster’ (2022, 14), especially regarding the need to mitigate perceived gaps in new AI and data-driven technologies to keep the US’ technological leadership in the context of a rising geopolitical and high-tech rivalry with China. The close rapprochement between the Pentagon and key executives from Google, Facebook and Microsoft, most notably former Google CEO, Eric Schmidt, points towards a new impetus to mainstream new AI and data-powered technologies into the work of the DoD, coupled by a transfer of Silicon-Valley ‘best practices’ (Suchman 2022) regarding both the research and development of EDTs and market-tested entrepreneurship models into the DoD’s processes and practices. However, this transfer is not unilateral, due to the fact that amid rising tensions and growing geopolitical competition with China in EDTs, the private sector is also increasingly starting to share a common threat perception to that of national security and strategic concerns, as exemplified by the ongoing war in Ukraine and the growing role played by tech companies in the conflict. As with the above-mentioned NATO’s venture capital Innovation Fund, private venture capital processes are indeed progressively fuelling the technopolitical imaginary of an emerging commercial-military complex, prioritising the research, development and innovation of critical dual-use technologies for national security.

Another prominent approach in studying technology and agency in IR is Actor-Network Theory (ANT), which presupposes that all elements of the network are relevant for actions, allowing for more systematised understanding of non-human action (Latour 2005). William Walters, for example, has noted that materials-oriented approaches to security typically ‘focus on the place of materials and objects within technologies and assemblages of governance’ and rarely ‘ask how materials and objects become entangled in political controversies, and how objects mediate issues of public concern’ Walters (2014, 101). While ANT approaches substantially engage with the nature of the socio-technical, by bringing together the social and the material in a symmetrical way, as well as human relations with non-humans and inanimate objects, one criticism levied against them is that the networked approach makes all actions and agents (both human and non-human) seem equally empowered or disempowered, responsible or irresponsible (Jasanoff and Kim 2015b, 15–17). Hence, by eliminating subject-object boundaries and by dissolving binaries between the primacy of the social over the material, ANT perspectives also introduce a flatness within networks that may have depoliticising effects. According to Jasanoff, ‘[d]isrupting this flatness, revealing the topographies of power, is one aim of work on socio-technical imaginaries’ (Jasanoff and Kim 2015b, 18).

A final element to highlight is how different critical researchers have engaged with the issue of time and speed when it comes to technology and
security – we believe that both time and speed are key elements to understand the logic of disruption. Here, the foundational work of Paul Virilio on speed and politics (Virilio 1977/2006), in relation to information technology and technologies of vision especially in the times of war, has been inspirational for a number of researchers that deal with issues of military and societal transformation. Already in 1998/9, James Der Derian (1999) highlighted how we could be witnessing the first of the ‘integral accidents’ predicted by Virilio, ‘where global interconnectedness destroys the firewalls of civil society, information flows outstrip the powers of deliberation, truth is further relativised by velocity and crises spread like a contagion. The Military-Industrial-Media-Entertainment Network (MIME-NET) becomes an infrastructure of Pure Power’ (Der Derian 1999, 218). For Virilio, technology accelerates time and space, and speed is crucial for the creation of wealth and power. As pointed out in Douglas Kellner’s critical essay about Virilio’s work on war and technology, it is grouped like the military, the state and corporations that control (information) speed and become dominant societal powers (Kellner 1999). According to Virilio’s The Information Bomb (2000), the speed of information technology makes possible chronopolitics, i.e. a politics of time.

Virilio’s vast and overwhelming intellectual production has been brought more closely to critical security studies through the work of Mark Lacy (2014). In its 2014 book Security, Technology and Global Politics: Thinking with Virilio, Lacy engages with some of Virilio’s thinking on security matters, namely endo-colonisation, fear and the war on terror; cities and panic; cinema and war; ecological security and integral accidents and universities and ideas of progress. The idea of progress as connected to time and speed has also been explored by Paul Crogan (1999) in an essay about the way Virilio deals with the future.

The work by Virilio illuminates the understanding of the contemporary centrality of disruption to modern societies because his modernity is logistical, in the sense that ‘it doesn’t directly deal with war, but with everything that makes it possible’ (Bratton 2006, 7). And indeed today, the possibility of war through the employment of disruptive technology requires the participation of many who are external to the war professions: computer engineers developing algorithms, university researchers working on innovative materials, collectors of semiconductor raw materials, extracting them from nature. In the processes involving these actors, speed is crucial. The processes by which speed is employed in permanent races to the top (arms races or not) are also defined by specific imaginaries of the future, and in this sense, temporality and imagination become entwined dimensions of a contemporary logic of disruption.

Furthermore, security and temporality already arise in interdisciplinary ways in security studies, most notably with the work of Tim Stevens (2015) exploring cyber security and the ‘politics of time’. Accordingly, security ‘is an
inherently temporal position’, and in ‘the modern political philosophical tradition, security is an essential bulwark against the exigencies of an unknowable future’ (Stevens 2015, 1). With regard to new technologies, Stevens notes that cyber security practice and policymaking are ‘forever “playing catch-up” to technological changes the uses to which information technologies are put’ (Stevens 2015, 87), this security gap being manifested in a temporal lag. This is further revealed in a ‘genealogy of anxiety accompanying the development of interconnected and interdependent infrastructures in modern industrial societies, worries consonant with general apprehension about the impact of new technologies on society’ (Stevens 2015, 101). This chronopolitical lens can shed further light on how EDTs introduce an ‘emergent sociotemporal’ of nonhuman technological entities. This, in turn, further shapes the collective sociotemporal of human groups, which in turn structure political behaviours that even ‘if oriented to the future’, they are enacted in the present (Stevens 2015, 45).

Such a perspective provides a framework to understanding how collective anxieties and perceptions of time and speed are constructed under the impact of the nonhuman temporalities of new and disruptive technologies. This is not to say that such a perspective introduces a linear and causality-driven technological deterministic understanding of socio-technical temporal processes, under which the role of EDTs should be essentialised. Rather, by following critical technology theorist Andrew Feenberg (1995), in his collection of essays Alternative Modernity: The Technical Turn in Philosophy and Social Theory, it could be contended that the design and organisation of technical systems do not follow a teleological dynamic, thus rejecting the prevailing conception that technology is neutral and an unstoppable force of history shaping society and humanity’s future. Conversely, he argues for a social and cultural construction of technology, by which technological design is socially relative, hence technologies may be disruptive in different ways, depending on particular social, cultural and political contexts and factors.

**Accounting for Disruption in Innovation Studies**

Innovation studies started to emerge as a distinct field of research in the 1960s, and much of the IS scholarly work has leaned towards cross-disciplinarity, combining different insights from several disciplines, such as economics, sociology, cognitive science, organisational science, policy studies of science, business studies and management studies (Fagerberg 2009). This reflects the fact that no single discipline can capture all aspects of innovation, the way it is organised and its technological dimensions, depending on the specific nature of the technology in question. The by now famous definition of innovation provided by Schumpeter (1934) in his Theory of Economic Development still constitutes an essential reference for contemporary innovation studies. The
author broadly defined innovation as a critical dimension of economic change that revolves around ‘new combinations’ of new or improved products, processes, markets and organisational change (Martin 2016).

Another approach, based on Schumpeter’s scholarship, has been to categorise innovations depending on how radical they are as compared to existing technologies (Freeman and Soete 1997), namely by making a distinction between continuous improvements in so-called ‘incremental’ or ‘marginal’ innovations in contrast to ‘radical innovations’ or ‘technological revolutions’. The latter two categories were considered by Schumpeter as more important, as they cover a cluster of innovations that taken together have a cumulative and far-reaching impact. However, the distinction is rather analytical because ‘radical’ innovations might also require a series of incremental improvements. Related to the notion of radical innovation are the correlative concepts of disruptive innovation and disruptive technology.

The term disruptive innovation was first coined and analysed by Clayton M. Christensen (1997) in his book The Innovator’s Dilemma, who linked it to a specific mechanism and evolution path of innovation and defined it as generating new markets and value networks that will eventually disrupt existing ones, thus displacing established market-leading companies, products and networks. The original term of disruptive innovation has gained widespread currency in various domains including security and defence, oftentimes appropriated as a buzzword by practitioners or policymakers. Nevertheless, according to its original proponent and several leading researchers, the theory’s core concepts remain widely misunderstood (Christensen et al. 2018). Related to this is the phenomenon of performatively overusing and abusing disruptive innovation as a synonym for any new transformation or threat and describing any new technology that aims to revolutionise existing competitive patterns (Christensen, Raynor, and McDonald 2015). Disruptive innovation and disruptive technology also need to be further differentiated, the latter having the potential to create disruptive innovation at various levels, such as to an industry segment, an industry structure or more broadly a social system (Millar, Lockett, and Ladd 2018). Concerning disruptive technologies, Bower and Christensen (1995) are credited for introducing the term in their publication Disruptive Technologies: Catching the Wave, in which they classify two categories of technology in a business environment, namely as either sustaining or disruptive. Sustaining technology has the typical characteristics of incremental innovation, while disruptive technology is described as one introducing radical and very different characteristics or features that were not present previously.

For example, the European Commission’s Action Plan from February 2021, the ‘Three-Point Belt Plan’ on synergies between civil, defence and space industries (European Commission 2021), proposes a civil-defence synergies framing and a more horizontal and cross-domain approach for boosting dual-
use research, technology development and the EU’s overall innovation power. It aims to establish a structured approach and create new opportunities for innovation synergies among relevant EU-funded programmes and instruments, especially in the case of emerging and disruptive technologies (European Commission 2021, 2). This document also flags a number of critical technologies, such as AI, advanced analytics, big data, high-performance computing, quantum technologies, advanced and additive manufacturing, nanotechnologies, robotics, semiconductors, to name a few (9–10). The 17 pages-long Action Plan mentions the word ‘disruptive’ no less than eight times, while ‘emerging’ appears five times, noting that the ‘pervasiveness of emerging and disruptive technologies across civil, defence and space industries creates new opportunities for synergies among EU programmes and instruments’ (2). Disruptive technologies are defined as technologies ‘inducing a disruption or a paradigm shift, i.e. a radical rather than an incremental change. Development of such a technology is “high risk, high potential impact”, and the concept applies equally to the civil, defence and space sectors’ (13). The document further clarifies that disruptive technologies for defence ‘can be based on concepts or ideas originating from non-traditional defence actors and find their origins in spin-ins from the civil domain’ (13). This definition seems to be inspired by Bower and Christensen’s (1995) work on disruptive technologies.

Nevertheless, it does not explain what exactly a radical change is nor how to grasp a ‘paradigm shift’, especially in the field of security and defence, and importantly, engendered by a dual-use and enabling technology like AI. Is the ‘shift’ to be observed in the present or in the future, in the technologies themselves, in their research and development, in security and defence organisational or institutional structures, in defence market and innovation processes? Is the shift desirable, and if yes, what would be the positive effects, and who gets to benefit from them? Such conceptual and critical insights could feed into broader reflections of how current institutional, industrial and market-driven forces contribute to shaping and disrupting traditional governance and innovation processes in security and defence. They can help illuminate how different funding mechanisms and various types of research and innovation models stemming from the civil or private sectors, especially in the case of emerging (digital) technologies, are increasingly permeating the military sector. In this regard, in the case of military technology development, private venture capital methods are emerging as a financial engine for the development of emerging and disruptive technologies.

**Temporality, Performativity and Imagination**

The challenge for IR and security researchers lies indeed in connecting the dots between global systems of innovation, their impact on national and
regional systems, the agents involved and the power dynamics behind them, as well as the important science and technology policy implications for security and defence in different contexts. For instance, the distinction between invention and innovation can highlight the added value of applying a systems perspective on innovation, rather than focusing exclusively on individual inventions or innovations (Fagerberg 2009): invention is the first occurrence of an idea for a new product or process, while innovation is the first attempt to deploy it in practice, in many cases with a considerable time lag between the two interlinked processes (Rogers 1995). Consequently, what could be considered as a single technological innovation is often the result of an extensive process involving many interrelated innovations, such an interpretation thus warranting the systems perspective approach.

Indeed, less attention has been given to understanding the phenomenon of disruption as a driver of change more broadly and the socio-material nature of disruptive technologies per se. For example, most of the RMA research focuses on how change occurs, but less so on the why question. In this regard, there is an added value in mapping the trajectory of disruptive security and defence technologies from development, deployment, to adoption and uses, as well as the broader contextual socio-economic, science and technology, political, discursive and normative factors that could contribute to certain technologies gaining the label of disruptive. The development of a more interdisciplinary and critical research agenda in the IR-based military innovation scholarship could be of great benefit and provide the impetus for new understandings of innovation and disruption in security and defence.

The above discussion revealed the many complex facets to understanding disruptive innovation and technologies, as well as their context-specific, socio-technical dimension within different fields or organisations. In our understanding, the notion of disruption implies a pre-existing linear, temporal dimension that is to be radically disrupted or revolutionised, and the mere claim of disruption is a performative act that can – but not always – trigger, enable or enact a pre-imagined and desirable socio-technical future. How does this happen in reality? What is the socio-technical dynamic surrounding the materialisation of this idea, as well as the power dynamics behind it? This performativity may have both material and immaterial consequences, specifically by shaping or enacting a pre-imagined socio-technical future, either contextualised within pre-existing institutional configurations or by triggering new processes.

In this context, we highlight three elements (see Table 1) that constitute the backbone of the idea of disruption in security and defence technologies: temporality, performativity and imagination. They represent the constitutive pillars of disruption in these domains and, importantly, they have significant policy and operational implications. We propose that understanding disruption through these three elements enables both scholars and decision-makers
to unpack the notion, to potentiate the strategic benefits of technology, to understand its broader societal implications and to better prepare for its adversarial use.

**Temporality** refers to the notions of speed and technological evolution across time. It is also intimately linked to a sense of acceleration, combining feelings of anxiety and urgency related to the fast-paced evolution of new technologies and their impact on security and defence. At a policy and operational level, it is important to understand the continuum that is disrupted through a new technology because this enables decision makers to anticipate possible responses to its use and to envisage strategies to augment its impact. Having a sense of this time element is also necessary to govern the new technology and to devise strategies to regulate it, both domestically and internationally. The logic of anticipatory governance of new technology is particularly relevant for scientific and technological breakthroughs that are dual-use and that raise important ethical and philosophical concerns. As argued in this article, the notion of disruption foregrounds a pre-existing linear, temporal dimension that is to be radically disrupted or revolutionised, but also a sense of urgency and anticipation of the future. In other words, it consists of a specific temporal orientation that can unravel a new ‘anthropology of the future’ (Bryant and Knight 2019), premised on collective expectations and visions of anticipated ruptures and ‘paradigmatic shifts’. This can be seen as a form of governing the future through institutions, processes and practices that rely on horizon scanning, foresight and technology forecasting to decrease potential risks or threats, but also to predict emerging technological trends (Campbell-Verduyn and Hüttén 2022; Heo and Seo 2021; Rychnovská 2021). Moreover, understanding where technological development is heading, and what changes to that trajectory the disruptive technology targets, is important for operational adaptation not only from the armed forces but also from first responders and all those that have responsibilities in improving societal resilience.

**Performativity** refers to the power of language and symbols to produce change. In this case, it relates to the mere claim of disruption as a characteristic of a new technology, irrespective of whether it can actually produce that disruptive change in objective terms. The reason why this is important is because disruption has impacts at different levels, and the discursive dimension can itself be performative and productive of results. For example, if a particular state or non-state actor credibly announces to have acquired a new, disruptive technology that ‘radically changes the rules of the game’, this may produce effects at the level of the response from potential adversaries. Additionally, if, for example, a new technology emerges with a promise to produce disruptive effects, it may trigger change in society more broadly, even if these effects are different than the ones promised. A good example of this is blockchain technology, not only it has not produced
the revolutionary change it promised, but also the main product it enabled, cryptocurrencies, has had leverage to roam unregulated until its current collapse.

*Imagination* represents, in this context, the ideational element that triggers innovation, i.e. the conception of an ideal or desirable future and societal progress that is to be achieved and co-produced through technology and to be shared by wider collectives. As mentioned above, this notion is well captured by the concept of socio-technical imaginaries. In the context of security and military technologies, this socio-ideational element of technology is fundamental to define what objectives to pursue, how to reach them, what to prioritise, and what or who to leave behind. Acknowledging that every technology emerges out of a socio-political context, and that it will impact a socio-political reality, is fundamental to define the contours of its use and anticipate its impacts. This is even more relevant in the domain of security and military technologies because their disruptive impact can become a matter of life and death.

But who are the winners and losers of disruption in security and defence EDTs? Or, to put it differently, the notion of disruption begs the question: disruptive for whom? Several issues should be considered as regards EDTs, most importantly the compliance of research and innovation frameworks with democratic and legal requirements, social norms and ethical values. From a democratic governance point of view, there needs to be a greater representation of views and approaches, in order to determine how EDTs are designed, implemented, and meaningfully controlled, especially in sensitive areas, such as autonomous weapons, surveillance, swarming drones or any other AI-enabled security and defence practices. Most importantly, according to Andrew Feenberg (2005), the democratisation of technology is about finding new ways of privileging potentially excluded values, ideas and voices by reincorporating them in new technical arrangements, a process that he calls ‘democratic rationalisation’, due to the fact that it translates public demands into technically rational developments in design processes and structures. As Feenberg has argued, the technological design of the ‘machine’ is also an
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inherently political process, in which power dynamics, biases and human interventions of specific stakeholders are cloaked by technological rationality and efficiency.

The choices to prioritise technical rather than moral and political solutions to crises and conflicts are highly significant from both moral and political points of view (Feenberg 2005, 49). To counteract such tendencies of subjugating ‘ethics – an ultimately human activity – to techné’ (Peoples 2009, 560) and limiting the access of certain groups in technological design processes by experts, corporate, military or political elites (Feenberg 2005, 52), will thus become a difficult task for the present future governance of EDTs.

**Conclusion: Towards an Interdisciplinary Understanding of Disruption**

This paper has highlighted the added value of theoretical insights provided by the CSS, STS and IS to expand our understanding of the meaning of disruption in the case of security and defence technologies. The paper has further identified *disruption* as a core concept in the security-innovation nexus, by providing a more nuanced account of its components, namely temporality, performativity and imagination. Furthermore, a conceptual exploration at the intersection of STS and CSS considers the social construction of disruptive technologies, their materiality, as well as a deeper understanding of the socio-technical imaginaries shaping their development and circulation. As far as the IS literature contribution to CSS is concerned, it offers systematic accounts of innovation and its market effects, by critically challenging the positive framing of innovation as an end in itself, by understanding broader innovation processes in various domains, and how they are related to and shaping social, institutional, political and security dimensions. Given that no single theoretical lens can capture the complex dynamics of disruption in security and defence, an interdisciplinary approach is warranted for a better understanding of disruptive technologies and related societal phenomena in specific contexts.

Indeed, the different meanings attached to ‘disruption’ are also relevant from a socio-political perspective. As argued by Chua, ‘confusion over what disruption means, who exercises it, and upon whom is not a coincidence: rather, disruption’s polysemy is structurally produced as a way to disguise ongoing capitalist crisis as a technical problem that market innovations can solve’ (Chua 2023, 37). Imaginaries of disruption have become powerful instruments to cement both depictions of attainable futures of security and defence and prescriptions of the kinds of futures that ought to be attained by technological innovation. Yet, they are also deeply rooted in the past and in good and bad experiences, connecting the past and the future by providing a bridge within present institutional and technological structures at national, regional and international levels. Exploring these imaginaries of disruption involves paying
closer attention to how they either link or rupture the connection between the past and the future, enact certain temporal logics of emergency and necessity, enable, or for that matter curtail policy and political choices and actions around emerging security and defence technologies, as well as normalise or politicise ways of thinking about possible socio-technical worlds (Jasanoff and Kim 2015b). They draw attention to the violence and controversies involved in developing, testing and making disruptive technologies, as well as in performatively legitimising them or making them circulate by advocates or vanguards, via their deployment and uses in security and defence practices.

An interdisciplinary approach would, finally, then, contribute to a better understanding of the co-production of material and social dimensions, as well as the entanglement between innovation, security, war and global politics. This has implications for our understanding of not only security technologies but also security more broadly. Our proposal is in line with Jef Huysmans’ argument that ‘knowing security without centring life and matter onto security’ requires approaches where (re)conceptualisations of politics and the social are given primacy over security (Huysmans in Salter et al. 2019, 15). One way of pursuing this critical research agenda is to multiply ‘the actors and/or discourses beyond security-focused ones or by giving primacy to complex analytical categories through which conceptions of politics or the social are mobilised’ (idem). The conceptual proposal advanced in this article is aimed at pursuing this line of inquiry.

Such an approach opens up a space for alternative imaginaries and knowledge production processes surrounding EDTs. In this respect, this article recognises that most imaginaries of disruption in technological innovation and security and defence, as well as the broader theoretical and policy reflections surrounding them, have typically been deeply rooted in North-American- and European-centric perspectives and paid less attention to the theoretical traditions, perceptions, interests, imaginaries and world views of non-Western/non-European-centric contexts. As authors of this paper, we recognise our positionality as scholars trained in, and affiliated with, European academic institutions, and we reflexively aim to avoid assuming or aspiring to universality in unpacking the notion of disruption. The examples used in this article are from North American and European realities, and further research is necessary to evaluate whether our proposed framework for understanding disruption in security and military technologies around temporality, performativity and imagination is equally relevant to understand other socio-technical processes unfolding in different socio-political realities.
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